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The Great Financial Scandal of 2003
(An Account by Charles T. Munger)
The great financial scandal erupted in 2003 with the sudden, deserved disgrace of Quant
Technical Corporation, always called “Quant Tech”. By this time Quant Tech was the
country’s largest pure engineering firm, having become so as a consequence of the
contributions of its legendary founder, engineer Albert Berzog Quant.
After 2003, people came to see the Quant Tech story as a sort of morality play, divided
into two acts. Act One, the era of the great founding engineer, was seen as a golden age
of sound values. Act Two, the era of the founder’s immediate successors, was seen as the
age of false values with Quant Tech becoming, in the end, a sort of latter day Sodom or
Gomorrah.
In fact, as this account will make clear, the change from good to evil did not occur all at
once when Quant Tech’s founder died in 1982. Much good continued after 1982, and
serious evil had existed for many years prior to 1982 in the financial culture in which
Quant Tech had to operate.
The Quant Tech story is best understood as a classic sort of tragedy in which a single
flaw is inexorably punished by remorseless Fate. The flaw was the country’s amazingly
peculiar accounting treatment for employee stock options. The victims were Quant Tech
and its country. The history of the Great Financial Scandal, as it actually happened,
could have been written by Sophocles.
As his life ended in 1982, Albert Berzog Quant delivered to his successors and his Maker
a wonderfully prosperous and useful company. The sole business of Quant Tech was
designing, for fees, all over the world, a novel type of super-clean and super-efficient
small power plant that improved electricity generation.
By 1982 Quant Tech had a dominant market share in its business and was earning $100
million on revenues of $1 billion. It’s costs were virtually all costs to compensate
technical employees engaged in design work. Direct employee compensation cost
amounted to 70% of revenues. Of this 70%, 30% was base salaries and 40% was
incentive bonuses being paid out under an elaborate system designed by the founder. All
compensation was paid in cash. There were no stock options because the old man had
considered the accounting treatment required for stock options to be “weak, corrupt and
contemptible,” and he no more wanted bad accounting in his business than he wanted bad
engineering. Moreover, the old man believed in tailoring his huge incentive bonuses to
precise performance standards established for individuals or small groups, instead of
allowing what he considered undesirable compensation outcomes, both high and low,
such as he believed occurred under other companies’ stock option plans.
Yet, even under the old man’s system, most of Quant Tech’s devoted longtime
employees were becoming rich, or sure to get rich. This was happening because the
employees were buying Quant Tech stock in the market, just like non-employee

shareholders. The old man had always figured that people smart enough, and selfdisciplined enough, to design power plants could reasonably be expected to take care of
their own financial affairs in this way. He would sometimes advise an employee to buy
Quant Tech stock, but more paternalistic than that he would not become.
By the time the founder died in 1982, Quant Tech was debt free and, except as a
reputation-enhancer, really didn’t need any shareholders’ equity to run its business, no
matter how fast revenues grew. However, the old man believed with Ben Franklin that
“it is hard for an empty sack to stand upright,” and he wanted Quant Tech to stand
upright. Moreover, he loved his business and his coworkers and always wanted to have
on hand large amounts of cash equivalents so as to be able to maximize work-out or
work-up chances if an unexpected adversity or opportunity came along. And so in 1982
Quant Tech had on hand $500 million in cash equivalents, amounting to 50% of
revenues.
Possessing a strong balance sheet and a productive culture and also holding a critical
mass of expertise in a rapidly changing and rapidly growing business, Quant Tech, using
the old man’s methods, by 1982 was destined for 20 years ahead to maintain profits at
10% of revenues while revenues increased at 20% per year. After this 20 years,
commencing in 2003, Quant Tech’s profit margin would hold for a very long time at 10%
while revenue growth would slow down to 4% per year. But no one at Quant Tech knew
precisely when its inevitable period of slow revenue growth would begin.
The old man’s dividend policy for Quant Tech was simplicity itself: He never paid a
dividend. Instead, all earnings simply piled up in cash equivalents.
Every truly sophisticated investor in common stocks could see that the stock of cash-rich
Quant Tech provided a splendid investment opportunity in 1982 when it sold at a mere 15
times earnings and, despite its brilliant prospects, had a market capitalization of only $1.5
billion. This low market capitalization, despite brilliant prospects, existed in 1982
because other wonderful common stocks were also then selling at 15 times earnings, or
less, as a natural consequence of high interest rates then prevailing plus disappointing
investment returns that had occurred over many previous years for holders of typical
diversified portfolios of common stocks.
One result of Quant Tech’s low market capitalization in 1982 was that it made Quant
Tech’s directors uneasy and dissatisfied right after the old man’s death. A wiser board
would then have bought in Quant Tech’s stock very aggressively, using up all cash on
hand and also borrowing funds to use in the same way. However, such a decision was
not in accord with conventional corporate wisdom in 1982. And so the directors made a
conventional decision. They recruited a new CEO and CFO from outside Quant Tech, in
particular from a company that then had a conventional stock option plan for employees
and also possessed a market capitalization at 20 times reported earnings, even though its
balance sheet was weaker than Quant Tech’s and its earnings were growing more slowly
than earnings at Quant Tech. Incident to the recruitment of the new executives, it was

made plain that Quant Tech’s directors wanted a higher market capitalization, as soon as
feasible.
The newly installed Quant Tech officers quickly realized that the company could not
wisely either drive its revenues up at an annual rate higher than the rate in place or
increase Quant Tech profit margin. The founder had plainly achieved an optimum in
each case. Nor did the new officers dare tinker with an engineering culture that was
working so well. Therefore, the new officers were attracted to employing what they
called “modern financial engineering” which required prompt use of any and all arguably
lawful methods for driving up reported earnings, with big, simple changes to be made
first.
By a strange irony of fate, the accounting convention for stock options that had so
displeased Quant Tech’s founder now made the new officers’ job very easy and would
ultimately ruin Quant Tech’s reputation. There was now an accounting convention in the
United States that, provided employees were first given options, required that when easily
marketable stock was issued to employees at a below-market price, the bargain element
for the employees, although roughly equivalent to cash, could not count as compensation
expense in determining a company’s reported profits. This amazingly peculiar
accounting convention had been selected by the accounting profession, over the objection
of some of its wisest and most ethical members, because corporate managers, by and
large, preferred that their gains from exercising options covering their employers’ stock
not be counted as expense in determining their employers’ earnings. The accounting
profession, in making its amazingly peculiar decision, had simply followed the injunction
so often followed by persons quite different from prosperous, entrenched accountants.
The injunction was that normally followed by insecure and powerless people: “His bread
I eat, his song I sing.” Fortunately, the income tax authorities did not have the same
amazingly peculiar accounting idea as the accounting profession. Elementary common
sense prevailed, and the bargain element in stock option exercises was treated as an
obvious compensation expense, deductible in determining income for tax purposes.
Quant Tech’s new officers, financially shrewd as they were, could see at a glance that ,
given the amazingly peculiar accounting convention and the sound income-tax rules in
place, Quant Tech had a breathtakingly large opportunity to increase its reported profits
by taking very simple action. The fact that so large a share of Quant Tech’s annual
expense was incentive bonus expense provided a “modern financial engineering”
opportunity second to none.
For instance, it was mere child’s play for the executives to realize that if in 1982 Quant
Tech had substituted employee stock option exercise profits for all its incentive bonus
expense of $400 million, while using bonus money saved, plus option prices paid, to buy
back all shares issued in option exercises and keeping all else the same, the result would
have been to drive Quant Tech 1982 reported earnings up by 400% to $500 million from
$100 million while shares outstanding remained exactly the same! And so it seemed that
the obviously correct ploy for the officers was to start substituting employee stock option
exercise profits for incentive bonuses. Why should a group of numerate engineers care

whether their bonuses were in cash of virtually perfect equivalents of cash? Arranging
such substitutions, on any schedule desired, seemed like no difficult chore.
However, it was also mere child’s play for the new officers to realize that a certain
amount of caution and restraint would be desirable in pushing their new ploy. Obviously,
if they pushed their new ploy too hard in any single year there might be rebellion from
Quant Tech’s accountants or undesirable hostility from other sources. This, in turn,
would risk killing a goose with a vast ability to deliver golden eggs, at least to the
officers. After all, it was quite clear that their ploy would be increasing reported earnings
only by adding to real earnings an element of phony earnings – phony in the sense that
Quant Tech would enjoy no true favorable economic effect (except temporary fraud-type
effect similar to that from overcounting closing inventory) from that part of reported
earnings increases attributable to use of the ploy. The new CEO privately called the
desirable, cautious approach “wisely restrained falsehood”.
Plainly, the new officers saw, it would be prudent to shift bonus payments to employee
stock option exercise profits in only a moderate amount per year over many years ahead.
They privately called the prudent plan they adopted their “dollop by dollop system”
which they believed had four obvious advantages:
First, a moderate dollop of phony earnings in any single year would be less likely
to be noticed than a large dollop.
Second, the large long-term effect from accumulating many moderate dollops of
phony earnings over the years would also tend to be obscured in the “dollop by
dollop system.” As the CFO pithily and privately said: “If we mix only a
moderate minority share of turds with the raisins each year, probably no one will
recognize what will ultimately become a very large collection of turds.”
Third, the outside accountants, once they had blessed a few financial statements
containing earnings increases only a minority share of which were phony, would
probably find it unendurably embarrassing not to bless new financial statements
containing only the same phony proportion of reported earnings increase.
Fourth, the “dollop by dollop system” would tend to prevent disgrace, or
something more seriously harmful, for Quant Tech’s officers. With virtually all
corporations except Quant Tech having ever-more-liberal stock option plans, the
officers could always explain that a moderate dollop of shift toward compensation
in option-exercise form was needed to help attract or retain employees. Indeed,
given corporate culture and stock market enthusiasm likely to exist as a
consequence of the strange accounting convention for stock options, this claim
would often be true.
With these four advantages, the “dollop by dollop system” seemed so clearly desirable
that it only remained for Quant Tech’s officers to decide how big to make their annual

dollops of phony earnings. This decision, too, turned out to be easy. The officers first
decided upon three reasonable conditions they wanted satisfied:
First, they wanted to be able to continue their “dollop by dollop system” without
major discontinuities for 20 years.
Second, they wanted Quant Tech’s reported earnings to go up by roughly the
same percentage each year throughout the whole 20 years because they believed
that financial analysts, representing institutional investors, would value Quant
Tech’s stock higher if reported annual earnings growth never significantly varied.
Third, to protect credibility for reported earnings, they never wanted to strain
credulity of investors by reporting, even in their 20th year, that Quant Tech was
earning more than 40% of revenues from designing power plants.
With these requirements, the math was easy, given the officers assumption that Quant
Tech’s non-phony earnings and revenues were both going to grow at 20% per year for 20
years. The officers quickly decided to use their “dollop by dollop system” to make Quant
Tech’s reported earnings increase by 28% per year instead of the 20% that would have
been reported by the founder.
And so the great scheme of “modern financial engineering” went forward toward tragedy
at Quant Tech. And few disreputable schemes of man have ever worked better in
achieving what was attempted. Quant Tech’s reported earnings, certified by its
accountants, increased regularly at 28% per year. No one criticized Quant Tech’s
financial reporting except a few people widely regarded as impractical, overly theoretical,
misanthropic cranks. It turned out that the founder’s policy of never paying dividends,
which was continued, greatly helped in preserving credibility for Quant Tech’s reports
that its earnings were rising steadily at 28% per year. With cash equivalents on hand so
remarkably high, the Pavlovian mere-association effects that so often impair reality
recognition served well to prevent detection of the phony element in reported earnings.
It was therefore natural, after the “dollop by dollop system” had been in place for a few
years, for Quant Tech’s officers to yearn to have Quant Tech’s reported earnings per
share keep going up at 28% per year while cash equivalents grew much faster than they
were then growing. This turned out to be a snap. By this time, Quant Tech’s stock was
selling at a huge multiple of reported earnings, and the officers simply started causing
some incremental stock-option exercises that were not matched either by reductions in
cash bonuses paid or by repurchases of Quant Tech’s stock. This change, the officers
easily recognized, was a very helpful revision of their original plan. Not only was
detection of the phony element in reported earnings made much more difficult as cash
accumulation greatly accelerated, but also a significant amount of Ponzi-scheme or chainletter effect was being introduced into Quant Tech, with real benefits for present
shareholders, including the officers.

At this time the officers also fixed another flaw in their original plan. They saw that as
Quant Tech’s reported earnings, containing an increasing phony element, kept rising at
28%, Quant Tech’s income taxes as a percentage of reported pre-tax earnings kept going
lower and lower. This plainly increased chances for causing undesired questions and
criticism. This problem was soon eliminated. Many power plants in foreign nations were
built and owned by governments, and it proved easy to get some foreign governments to
raise Quant Tech’s design fees, provided that in each case slightly more than the fee
increase was paid back in additional income taxes to the foreign government concerned.
Finally, for 2002, Quant Tech reported $16 billion in earnings on $47 billion of revenues
that now included a lot more revenue from interest on cash equivalents than would have
been present without net issuances of new stock over the years. Cash equivalents on
hand now amounted to an astounding $85 billion, and somehow it didn’t seem impossible
to most investors that a company virtually drowning in so much cash could be earning the
$16 billion it was reporting. The market capitalization of Quant Tech at its peak early in
2003 became $1.4 trillion, about 90 times earnings reported for 2002.
However, all man’s desired geometric progressions, if a high rate of growth is chosen, at
last come to grief on a finite earth. And the social system for man on earth is fair enough,
eventually, that almost all massive cheating ends in disgrace. And in 2003 Quant Tech
failed in both ways.
By 2003, Quant Tech’s real earning power was growing at only 4% per year after sales
growth had slowed to 4%. There was now no way for Quant Tech to escape causing a
big disappointment for its shareholders, now largely consisting of institutional investors.
This disappointment triggered a shocking decline in the price of Quant Tech stock which
went down suddenly by 50%. This price decline, in turn, triggered a careful examination
of Quant Tech’s financial reporting practices which, at long last, convinced nearly
everyone that a very large majority of Quant Tech’s reported earnings had long been
phony earnings and that massive and deliberate misreporting had gone on for a great
many years. This triggered even more price decline for Quant Tech stock until in mid2003 the market capitalization of Quant Tech was only $140 billion, down 90% from its
peak only six months earlier.
A quick 90% decline in the price of the stock of such an important company, that was
previously so widely owned and admired, caused immense human suffering, considering
the $1.3 trillion in market value that had disappeared. And naturally, with Quant Tech’s
deserved disgrace, the public and political reaction included intense hatred and revulsion
directed at Quant Tech, even though its admirable engineers were still designing the
nation’s best power plants.
Moreover, the hatred and revulsion did not stop with Quant Tech. It soon spread to other
corporations, some of which plainly had undesirable financial cultures different from
Quant Tech’s only in degree. The public and political hatred, like the behavior that had
caused it, soon went to gross excess and fed upon itself. Financial misery spread far

beyond investors into a serious recession like that of Japan in the 1990s following the
long period of false Japanese accounting.
There was huge public antipathy to professions following the Great Scandal. The
accounting profession, of course, got the most blame. The rule-making body for
accountants had long borne the acronym “F.A.S.B.” And now nearly everyone said this
stood for “Financial Accounts Still Bogus”.
Economics professors likewise drew much criticism for failing to blow the whistle on
false accounting and for not sufficiently warning about eventual bad macroeconomic
effects of widespread false accounting. So great was the disappointment with
conventional economists that Harvard’s John Kenneth Galbraith received the Nobel Prize
in economics. After all, he had once predicted that massive, undetected corporate
embezzlement would have a wonderfully stimulating effect on the economy. And people
could now see that something very close to what Galbraith had predicted had actually
happened in the years preceding 2003 and had thereafter helped create a big, reactive
recession.
With Congress and the S.E.C. so heavily peopled by lawyers, and with lawyers having
been so heavily involved in drafting financial disclosure documents now seen as bogus,
there was a new “lawyer” joke every week. One such was: “The butcher says ‘the
reputation of lawyers has fallen dramatically’, and the check-out clerk replies: “How do
you fall dramatically off a pancake?’”
But the hostility to established professions did not stop with accountants, economists and
lawyers. There were many adverse “rub-off” effects on reputations of professionals that
had always performed well, like engineers who did not understand the financial fraud that
their country had made not a permissible option but a legal requirement.
In the end, much that was good about the country, and needed for its future felicity, was
widely and unwisely hated.
At this point, action came from a Higher Realm. God himself, who reviews all, changed
His decision schedule to bring to the fore the sad case of the Great Financial Scandal of
2003. He called in his chief detective and said, “Smith, bring in for harsh but fair
judgment the most depraved of those responsible for this horrible outcome.”
But when Smith brought in a group of security analysts who had long and uncritically
touted the stock of Quant Tech, the Great Judge was displeased. “Smith,” he said, “I
can’t come down hardest on low-level cognitive error, much of it subconsciously caused
by the standard incentive systems of the world.”
Next, Smith brought in a group of S.E.C. Commissioners and powerful politicians. “No,
no,” said the Great Judge, “These people operate in a virtual maelstrom of regrettable
forces and can’t reasonably be expected to meet the behavioral standard you seek to
impose.”

Now the chief detective thought he had gotten the point. He next brought in the corporate
officers who had practiced their version of “modern financial engineering” at Quant
Tech. “You are getting close,” said the Great Judge, “but I told you to bring in the most
depraved. These officers will, of course, get strong punishment for their massive fraud
and disgusting stewardship of the great engineer’s legacy. But I want you to bring in the
miscreants who will soon be in the lowest circle in Hell, the ones who so easily could
have prevented all this calamity.”
At last the chief detective truly understood. He remembered that the lowest circle of Hell
was reserved for traitors. And so he now brought in from Purgatory a group of elderly
persons who, in their days on earth, had been prominent partners in major accounting
firms. “Here are your traitors,” said the chief detective. “They adopted the false
accounting convention for employee stock options. They occupied high positions in one
of the noblest professions, which, like Yours, helps make society work right by laying
down the right rules. They were very smart and securely placed, and it is inexcusable
that they deliberately caused all this lying and cheating that was so obviously predictable.
They well knew what they were doing was disastrously wrong, yet they did it anyway.
Owing to press of business in Your Judicial System, you made a mistake at first in
punishing them so lightly. But now you can send them into the lowest circle in Hell.”
Startled by the vehemence and presumption, the Great Judge paused. Then He quietly
said: “Well done, my good and faithful servant.”
---------------------------------------------------This account is not an implied prediction about 2003. It is a work of fiction. Except in
the case of Professor Galbraith, any resemblances to real persons or companies is
accidental. It was written in an attempt to focus possibly useful attention on certain
modern behaviors and belief systems.

11/10/00 TALK OF CHARLES T. MUNGER TO BREAKFAST
MEETING OF THE PHILANTHROPY ROUND TABLE
I am here today to talk about so-called “wealth effects” from rising prices for U.S. Common
stocks.
I should concede, at the outset, that “wealth effects” are part of the academic discipline of
economics and that I have never taken a single course in economics, nor tried to make a single
dollar, ever, from foreseeing macroeconomic changes.
Nonetheless, I have concluded that most PhD economists under appraise the power of the
common-stock-based “wealth effect”, under current extreme conditions.
Everyone now agrees on two things. First, spending proclivity is influenced in an upward
direction when stock prices go up and in a downward direction when stock prices go down. And,
second, the proclivity to spend is terribly important in macroeconomics. However, the
professionals disagree about size and timing of “wealth effects”, and how they interact with other
effects, including the obvious complication that increased spending tends to drive up stock prices
while stock prices are concurrently driving up spending. Also, of course, rising stock prices
increase corporate earnings, even when spending is static, for instance, by reducing pension cost
accruals after which stock prices tend to rise more. Thus “wealth effects” involve mathematical
puzzles that are not nearly so well worked out as physics theories and never can be.
The “wealth effect” from rising U.S. stock prices is particularly interesting right now for two
reasons. First, there has never been an advance so extreme in the price of widespread stock
holdings and, with stock prices going up so much faster than GNP, the related “wealth effect”
must now be bigger than was common before. And second, what has happened in Japan over
roughly the last ten years has shaken up academic economics, as it obviously should, creating
strong worries about recession from “wealth effects” in reverse.
In Japan, with much financial corruption, there was an extreme rise in stock and real estate prices
for a very long time, accompanied by extreme real economic growth, compared to the U.S. Then
asset values crashed and the Japanese economy stalled out at a very suboptimal level. After this
Japan, a modem economy that had learned all the would-be-corrective Keynesian and monetary
tricks, pushed these tricks hard and long. Japan, for many years, not only ran an immense
government deficit but also reduced interest rates to a place within hailing distance of zero, and
kept them there. Nonetheless, the Japanese economy year after year, stays stalled, as Japanese
proclivity to spend stubbornly resists all the tricks of the economists. And Japanese stock prices
stay down. This Japanese experience is a disturbing example for everyone, and, if something like
it happened here, would leave shrunken charitable foundations feeling clobbered by fate. Let us
hope, as is probably the case, that the sad situation in Japan is caused in some large part by social
psychological effects and corruption peculiar to Japan. In such case our country may be at least
half as safe as is widely assumed.
Well, grant that spending proclivity, as influenced by stock prices, is now an important subject,
and that the long Japanese recession is disturbing. How big are the economic influences of U.S.

stock prices? A median conclusion of the economics professionals, based mostly on data
collected by the Federal Reserve System, would probably be that the “wealth effect” on spending
from stock prices is not all that big. After all, even now, real household net worth, excluding
pensions, is probably up by less than 100% over the last ten years and remains a pretty modest
figure per household while market value of common stock is probably not yet one third of
aggregate household net worth, excluding pensions. Moreover, such household wealth in
common stocks is almost incredibly concentrated, and the super-rich don’t consume in
proportion to their wealth. Leaving out pensions, the top 1% of households probably hold about
50% of common stock value and the bottom 80% probably hold about 4%.
Based, on such data, plus unexciting past correlation between stock prices and spending, it is
easy for a professional economist to conclude, say, that, even if the average household spends
incrementally at a rate of 3% of asset values in stock, consumer spending would have risen less
than ½% per year over the last ten years as a consequence of the huge, unprecedented, long
lasting, consistent boom is stock prices.
I believe that such economic thinking widely misses underlying reality right now. To me, such
thinking looks at the wrong numbers and asks the wrong questions. Let me, the ultimate amateur,
boldly try to do a little better, or at least a little differently.
For one thing, I have been told, probably correctly, that Federal Reserve data collection, due to
practical obstacles, doesn’t properly take into account pension effects, including effects from
401(k) and similar plans. Assume some 63-year-old dentist has $1 million in GE stock in a
private pension plan. The stock goes up in value to $2 million, and the dentist, feeling flush,
trades in his very old Chevrolet and leases a new Cadillac at the give-away rate now common.
To me this is an obvious large “wealth effect” in the dentist’s spending. To many economists,
using Federal Reserve data, I suspect the occasion looks like profligate dissaving by the dentist.
To me the dentist, and many others like him, seem to be spending a lot more because of a very
strong pension-related “wealth effect”. Accordingly, I believe that present day “wealth effect”
from pension plans is far from trivial and much larger than it was in the past.
For another thing, the traditional thinking of economists often does not take into account
implications from the idea of “bezzle”. Let me repeat: “bezzle”, B-E-Z-Z-L-E.
The word “bezzle” is a contraction of the word “embezzle”, and it was coined by Harvard
Economics Professor John Kenneth Galbraith to stand for the increase in any period of
undisclosed embezzlement. Galbraith coined the “bezzle” word because he saw that undisclosed
embezzlement, per dollar, had a very powerful stimulating effect on spending. After all, the
embezzler spends more because he has more income, and his employer spends as before because
he doesn’t know any of his assets are gone.
But Galbraith did not push his insight on. He was content to stop with being a stimulating gadfly.
So I will now try to push Galbraith’s “bezzle” concept on to the next logical level. As Keynes
showed, in a naive economy relying on earned income, when the seamstress sells a coat to the
shoemaker for $20, the shoemaker has $20 more to spend and the seamstress has $20 less to
spend. There is lalapaloose effect on aggregate spending. But when the government prints

another $20 bill and uses it to buy pair of shoes, the shoemaker has another $20 and no one feels
poorer. And when the shoemaker next buys a coat, - the process goes on and on, not to an infinite
increase, but with what is now called the Keynesian multiplier effect, a sort of lalapaloosa effect
on spending. Similarly, an undisclosed embezzlement has stronger stimulative effects per dollar
on spending than a same-sized honest exchange of goods. Galbraith, being Scottish, liked the
bleakness of life demonstrated by his insight. After all, the Scottish enthusiastically accepted the
idea of pre-ordained, unfixable infant damnation. But the rest of us don’t like Galbraith’s insight.
Nevertheless, we have to recognize that Galbraith was roughly right.
No doubt Galbraith saw the Keynesian-multiplier-type economic effects promised by increases
in “bezzle”. But he stopped there. After all, “bezzle” could not grow very big, because discovery
of massive theft was nearly inevitable and sure to have reverse effects in due course. Thus,
increase in private “bezzle” could not drive economies up and up, and on and on, at least for a
considerable time, like government spending.
Deterred by the apparent smallness of economic effects from his insight, Galbraith did not ask
the next logical question: Are there important functional equivalents of “bezzle” that are large
and not promptly self-destructive? My answer to this question is yes. I will next describe only
one. I will join Galbraith in coining new words, first, “febezzle”, to stand for the functional
equivalent of “bezzle” and, second, “febezzlement”, to describe the process of creating
“febezzle”, and third “febezzlers” to describe persons engaged in “febezzlement”. Then I will
identify an important source of “febezzle” right in this room. You people, I think, have created a
lot of “febezzle” through your foolish investment management practices in dealing with your
large holdings of common stock.
If a foundation, or other investor, wastes 3% of assets per year in unnecessary, nonproductive
investment costs in managing a strongly rising stock portfolio, it still feels richer, despite the
waste, while the people getting the wasted 3%, “febezzelers” though they are, think they are
virtuously earning income. The situation is functioning like undisclosed embezzlement without
being self-limited. Indeed, the process can expand for a long while by feeding on itself. And all
the while what looks like spending from earned income of the receivers of the wasted 3% is, in
substance, spending from a disguised “wealth effect” from rising stock prices.
This room contains many people pretty well stricken by expired years --- in my generation or the
one following. We tend to believe in thrift and avoiding waste as good things, a process that has
worked well for us. It is paradoxical and disturbing to us that economists have long praised
foolish spending as a necessary ingredient of a successful economy. Let us call foolish
expenditures “foolexures”. And now you holders of old values are hearing one of you own add to
the case for “foolexures” the case for “febezzlements” --- the functional equivalent of
embezzlements. This may not seem like a nice way to start a new day. Please be assured that I
don’t like “febezzlements”. It is just that I think “febezzlements” are widespread and have
powerful economic effects. And I also think that one should recognize reality even when one
doesn’t like it, indeed especially when one doesn’t like it. Also, I think one should cheerfully
endure paradox that one can’t remove by good thinking. Even in pure mathematics they can’t
remove all paradox, and the rest of us should also recognize we are going to have to endure a lot
of paradox, like it or not.

Let me also take this occasion to state that my previous notion of 3% of assets per annum in
waste in much institutional investment management related to stocks is quite likely too low in a
great many cases. A friend, after my talk to foundation financial officers, sent me a summary of a
study about mutual fund investors. The study concluded that the typical mutual fund investor
gained at 7.25% per year in a 15-year period when the average stock fund gained at 12.8% per
year (presumably after expenses). Thus the real performance lag for investors was over 5% of
assets per year in addition to whatever percentage per year the mutual funds, after expenses,
lagged behind stock market averages. If this mutual fund study is roughly right, it raises huge
questions about foundation wisdom in changing investment managers all the time as mutual fund
investors do. If the extra lag reported in the mutual fund study exists, it is probably caused in
considerable measure by folly in constant removal of assets from lagging portfolio managers
being forced to liquidate stockholdings, followed by placement of removed assets with new
investment managers that have high-pressure, asset-gaining hoses in their mouths and clients
whose investment results will not be improved by the super-rapid injection of new funds. I am
always having trouble like that caused by this new mutual fund study. I describe something
realistically that looks so awful that my description is disregarded as extreme satire instead of
reality. Next, new reality tops the horror of my disbelieved description by some large amount.
No wonder Munger notions of reality are not widely welcome. This may be my last talk to
charitable foundations.
Now toss in with “febezzlement” in investment management about $750 billion in floating, evergrowing, ever-renewing wealth from employee stock options and you get lot more commonstock-related “wealth effect”, driving consumption, with some of the “wealth effect” from
employee stock options being, in substance, “febezzle” effect, facilitated by the corrupt
accounting practice now required by law.
Next consider that each 100-point advance in the S&P adds about $1 trillion in stock market
value, and throw in some sort of Keynesian-type multiplier effect related to all “febezzlement”.
The related macro-economic “wealth effects”, I believe, become much larger than is
conventionally supposed.
And aggregate “wealth effect” from stock prices can get very large indeed. It is an unfortunate
fact that great and foolish excess can come into prices of common stocks in the aggregate. They
are valued partly like bonds, based on roughly rational projections of use value in producing
future cash. But they are also valued partly like Rembrandt paintings, purchased mostly because
their prices have gone up, so far. This situation, combined with big “wealth effects”, at first up
and later down, can conceivably produce much mischief. Let us try to investigate this by a
“thought experiment”. One of the big British pension funds once bought a lot of ancient art,
planning to sell it ten years later, which it did, at a modest profit. Suppose all pension funds
purchased ancient art, and only ancient art, with all their assets. Wouldn’t we eventually have a
terrible mess on our hands, with great and undesirable macroeconomic consequences? And
wouldn’t the mess be bad if only half of all pension funds were invested in ancient art? And if
half of all stock value became a consequence of mania, isn’t the situation much like the case
wherein half of pension assets are ancient art?

My foregoing acceptance of the possibility that stock value in aggregate can become irrationally
high is contrary to the hard-form “efficient market” theory that many of you once learned as
gospel from your mistaken professors of yore. Your mistaken professors were too much
influenced by “rational man” models of human behavior from economics and too little by
“foolish man” models from psychology and real-world experience. “Crowd folly”, the tendency
of humans, under some circumstances, to resemble lemmings, explains much foolish thinking of
brilliant men and much foolish behavior --- like investment management practices of many
foundations represented here today. It is sad that today each institutional investor apparently
fears most of all that its investment practices will be different from practices of the rest of the
crowd.
Well, this is enough uncredentialed musing for one breakfast meeting. If I am at all right, our present prosperity has had a stronger boost from common-stock-price-related “wealth effects”,
some of them disgusting, than has been the case in many former booms. If so, what was greater
on the upside in the recent boom could also be greater on the downside at some time of future
stock price decline. Incidentally, the economists may well conclude, eventually, that, when stock
market advances and declines are regarded as long lasting, there is more downside force on
optional consumption per dollar of stock market decline than there is upside force per dollar of
stock market rise. I suspect that economists would believe this already if they were more willing
to take assistance from the best ideas outside their own discipline, or even to look harder at
Japan.
Remembering Japan, I also want to raise the possibility that there are, in the very long term,
“virtue effects” in economics--- for instance that widespread corrupt accounting will eventually
create bad long term consequences as a sort of obverse effect from the virtue-based boost
double-entry book-keeping gave to the heyday of Venice. I suggest that when the financial scene
starts reminding you of Sodom and Gomorrah, you should fear practical consequences even if
you like to participate in what is going on.
Finally, I believe that implications for charitable foundations of my conclusions today, combined
with conclusions in my former talk to foundation financial officers, go way beyond implications
for investment techniques. If I am right, almost all U.S. foundations are unwise through failure to
understand their own investment operations, related to the larger system. If so, this is not good. A
rough rule in life is that an organization foolish in one way in dealing with a complex system is
all too likely to be foolish in another. So the wisdom of foundation donations may need as much
improvement as investment practices of foundations. And here we have two more old rules to
guide us. One rule is ethical and the other is prudential.
The ethical rule is from Samuel Johnson who believed that maintenance of easily removable
ignorance by a responsible office holder was treacherous malfeasance in meeting moral
obligation. The prudential rule is that underlying the old Warner & Swasey advertisement for
machine tools: “The man who needs a new machine tool, and hasn’t bought it, is already paying
for it”. The Warner & Swasey rule also applies, I believe, to thinking tools. If you don’t have the
right thinking tools, you, and the people you seek to help, are already suffering from your easily
removable ignorance.
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I am speaking here today because my friend, John Argue, asked me. And John well knew that I,
who, unlike many other speakers on your agenda, have nothing to sell any of you, would be
irreverent about much current investment practice in large institutions, including charitable
foundations. Therefore any hostility my talk will cause should be directed at John Argue who
comes from the legal profession and may even enjoy it.
It was long the norm at large charitable foundations to invest mostly in unleveraged, marketable,
domestic securities, mostly equities. The equities were selected by one or a very few investment
counselling organizations. But in recent years there has been a drift toward more complexity.
Some foundations, following the lead of institutions like Yale, have tried to become much better
versions of Bernie Cornfeld’s "fund of funds." This is an amazing development. Few would have
predicted that, long after Cornfeld’s fall into disgrace, leading universities would be leading
foundations into Cornfeld’s system.
Now, in some foundations, there are not few but many investment counselors, chosen by an
additional layer of consultants who are hired to decide which investment counselors are best, help
in allocating funds to various categories, make sure that foreign securities are not neglected in
favor of domestic securities, check validity of claimed investment records, insure that claimed
investment styles are scrupulously followed, and help augment an already large diversification in a
way that conforms to the latest notions of corporate finance professors about volatility and "beta."
But even with this amazingly active, would-be-polymathic new layer of consultant-choosing
consultants, the individual investment counselors, in picking common stocks, still rely to a
considerable extent on a third layer of consultants. The third layer consists of the security analysts
employed by investment banks. These security analysts receive enormous salaries, sometimes set
in seven figures after bidding wars. The hiring investment banks recoup these salaries from two
sources: (1) commissions and trading spreads born by security buyers (some of which are rebated
as "soft dollars" to money managers), plus (2) investment banking charges paid by corporations
which appreciate the enthusiastic way their securities are being recommended by the security
analysts.
There is one thing sure about all this complexity including its touches of behavior lacking the full
punctilio of honor. Even when nothing but unleveraged stock-picking is involved, the total cost of
all the investment management, plus the frictional costs of fairly often getting in and out of many
large investment positions, can easily reach 3% of foundation net worth per annum if foundations,
urged on by consultants, add new activity, year after year. This full cost doesn’t show up in
conventional accounting. But that is because accounting has limitations and not because the full
cost isn’t present.

Next, we come to time for a little arithmetic: it is one thing each year to pay the croupiers 3% of
starting wealth when the average foundation is enjoying a real return, say, of 17% before the
croupiers’ take. But it is not written in the stars that foundations will always gain 17% gross, a
common result in recent years. And if the average annual gross real return from indexed
investment in equities goes back, say, to 5% over some long future period, and the croupiers’ take
turns out to remain the waste it has always been, even for the average intelligent player, then the
average intelligent foundation will be in a prolonged, uncomfortable, shrinking mode. After all,
5% minus 3% minus 5% in donations leaves an annual shrinkage of 3%.
All the equity investors, in total, will surely bear a performance disadvantage per annum equal to
the total croupiers’ costs they have jointly elected to bear. This is an unescapable fact of life. And
it is also unescapable that exactly half of the investors will get a result below the median result
after the croupiers’ take, which median result may well be somewhere between unexciting and
lousy.
Human nature being what it is, most people assume away worries like those I raise. After all, five
centuries before Christ Demosthenes noted that: "What a man wishes, he will believe." And in self
appraisals of prospects and talents it is the norm, as Demosthenes predicted, for people to be
ridiculously over-optimistic. For instance, a careful survey in Sweden showed that 90% of
automobile drivers considered themselves above average. And people who are successfully selling
something, as investment counselors do, make Swedish drivers sound like depressives. Virtually
every investment expert’s public assessment is that he is above average, no matter what is the
evidence to the contrary.
But, you may think, my foundation, at least, will be above average. It is well endowed, hires the
best, and considers all investment issues at length and with objective professionalism. And to this I
respond that an excess of what seems like professionalism will often hurt you horribly — precisely
because the careful procedures themselves often lead to overconfidence in their outcome.
General Motors recently made just such a mistake, and it was a lollapalooza. Using fancy
consumer surveys, its excess of professionalism, it concluded not to put a fourth door in a truck
designed to serve also as the equivalent of a comfortable five-passenger car. Its competitors, more
basic, had actually seen five people enter and exit cars. Moreover they had noticed that people
were used to four doors in a comfortable five-passenger car and that biological creatures ordinarily
prefer effort minimization in routine activies and don’t like removals of long-enjoyed benefits.
There are only two words that come instantly to mind in reviewing General Motors horrible
decision, which has blown many hundreds of millions of dollars. And one of those words is:
"oops."
Similarly, the hedge fund known as "Long Term Capital Management" recently collapsed, through
overconfidence in its highly leveraged methods, despite I.Qs. of its principals that must have
averaged 160. Smart, hard-working people aren’t exempted from professional disasters from
overconfidence. Often, they just go around in the more difficult voyages they choose, relying on
their self-appraisals that they have superior talents and methods.

It is, of course, irritating that extra care in thinking is not all good but also introduces extra error.
But most good things have undesired "side effects," and thinking is no exception. The best defense
is that of the best physicists, who systematically criticize themselves to an extreme degree, using a
mindset described by Nobel Laureate Richard Feynman as follows: "The first principle is that you
must not fool yourself and you’re the easiest person to fool."
But suppose that an abnormally realistic foundation, thinking like Feynman, fears a poor future
investment outcome because it is unwilling to assume that its unleveraged equities will outperform
equity indexes, minus all investment costs, merely because the foundation has adopted the
approach of becoming a "fund of funds," with much investment turnover and layers of consultants
that consider themselves above average. What are this fearful foundation’s options as it seeks
improved prospects?
There are at least three modern choices:
1. The foundation can both dispense with its consultants and reduce its investment turnover
as it changes to indexed investment in equities.
2. The foundation can follow the example of Berkshire Hathaway, and thus get total annual
croupier costs below 1/10 of 1% of principal per annum, by investing with virtually total
passivity in a very few much-admired domestic corporations. And there is no reason why
some outside advice can’t be used in this process. All the fee payor has to do is suitably
control the high talent in investment counseling organizations so that the servant becomes
the useful tool of its master, instead of serving itself under the perverse incentives of a sort
of Mad Hatter’s tea party.
3. The foundation can supplement unleveraged investment in marketable equities with
investment in limited partnerships that do some combination of the following: unleveraged
investment in high-tech corporations in their infancy; leveraged investments in corporate
buy-outs, leveraged relative value trades in equities, and leveraged convergence trades and
other exotic trades in all kinds of securities and derivatives.
For the obvious reasons given by purveyors of indexed equities, I think choice (1), indexing, is a
wiser choice for the average foundation than what it is now doing in unleveraged equity
investment. And particularly so as its present total croupier costs exceed 1% of principal per
annum. Indexing can’t work well forever if almost everybody turns to it. But it will work all right
for a long time.
Choice (3), investment in fancy limited partnerships, is largely beyond the scope of this talk. I will
only say that the Munger Foundation does not so invest, and briefly mention two considerations
bearing on "LBO" funds.
The first consideration bearing on LBO funds is that buying 100% of corporations with much
financial leverage and two layers of promotional carry (one for the management and one for the
general partners in the LBO fund) is no sure thing to outperform equity indexes in the future if
equity indexes perform poorly in the future. In substance, a LBO fund is a better way of buying
equivalents of marketable equities on margin, and the debt could prove disastrous if future

marketable equity performance is bad. And particularly so if the bad performance comes from
generally bad business conditions.
The second consideration is increasing competition for LBO candidates. For instance, if the LBO
candidates are good service corporations, General Electric can now buy more than $10 billion
worth per year in GE’s credit corporation, with 100% debt financing at an interest rate only
slightly higher than the U.S. Government is paying. This sort of thing is not ordinary competition,
but supercompetition. And there are now very many LBO funds, both large and small, mostly
awash in money and with general partners highly incentivized to buy something. In addition there
is increased buying competition from corporations other than GE, using some combination of debt
and equity.
In short, in the LBO field, there is a buried covariance with marketable equities — toward disaster
in generally bad business conditions — and competition is now extreme.
Given time limitation, I can say no more about limited partnerships, one of which I once ran. This
leaves for extensive discussion only foundation choice (2), more imitation of the investment
practices of Berkshire Hathaway in maintaining marketable equity portfolios with virtually zero
turnover and with only a very few stocks chosen. This brings us to the question of how much
investment diversification is desirable at foundations.
I have more than skepticism regarding the orthodox view that huge diversification is a must for
those wise enough so that indexation is not the logical mode for equity investment. I think the
orthodox view is grossly mistaken.
In the United States, a person or institution with almost all wealth invested, long term, in just three
fine domestic corporations is securely rich. And why should such an owner care if at any time
most other investors are faring somewhat better or worse. And particularly so when he rationally
believes, like Berkshire, that his long-term results will be superior by reason of his lower costs,
required emphasis on long-term effects, and concentration in his most preferred choices.
I go even further. I think it can be a rational choice, in some situations, for a family or a
foundation to remain 90% concentrated in one equity. Indeed, I hope the Mungers follow roughly
this course. And I note that the Woodruff foundations have, so far, proven extremely wise to retain
an approximately 90% concentration in the founder’s Coca-Cola stock. It would be interesting to
calculate just how all American foundations would have fared if they had never sold a share of
founder’s stock. Very many, I think, would now be much better off. But, you may say, the
diversifiers simply took out insurance against a catastrophe that didn’t occur. And I reply: there
are worse things than some foundation’s losing relative clout in the world, and rich institutions,
like rich individuals, should do a lot of self insurance if they want to maximize long-term results.
Furthermore, all the good in the world is not done by foundation donations. Much more good is
done through the ordinary business operations of the corporations in which the foundations invest.
And some corporations do much more good than others in a way that gives investors therein better
than average long-term prospects do. And I don’t consider it foolish, stupid, evil, or illegal for a
foundation to greatly concentrate investment in what it admires or even loves. Indeed, Ben

Franklin required just such an investment practice for the charitable endowment created by his
will.
One other aspect of Berkshire’s equity investment practice deserves comparative mention. So far,
there has been almost no direct foreign investment at Berkshire and much foreign investment at
foundations.
Regarding this divergent history, I wish to say that I agree with Peter Drucker that the culture and
legal systems of the United States are especially favorable to shareholder interests, compared to
other interests and compared to most other countries. Indeed, there are many other countries where
any good going to public shareholders has a very low priority and almost every other constituency
stands higher in line. This factor, I think is underweighed at many investment institutions,
probably because it does not easily lead to quantitative thinking using modern financial technique.
But some important factor doesn’t lose share of force just because some "expert" can better
measure other types of force. Generally, I tend to prefer over direct foreign investment Berkshire’s
practice of participating in foreign economies through the likes of Coca-Cola and Gillette.
To conclude, I will make one controversial prediction and one controversial argument.
The controversial prediction is that, if some of you make your investment style more like
Berkshire Hathaway’s, in a long-term retrospect you will be unlikely to have cause for regret, even
if you can’t get Warren Buffett to work for nothing. Instead, Berkshire will have cause for regret
as it faces more intelligent investment competition. But Berkshire won’t actually regret any
disadvantage from your enlightenment. We only want what success we can get despite
encouraging others to share our general views about reality.
My controversial argument is an additional consideration weighing against the complex, high-cost
investment modalities becoming ever more popular at foundations. Even if, contrary to my
suspicions, such modalities should turn out to work pretty well, most of the money-making
activity would contain profoundly antisocial effects. This would be so because the activity would
exacerbate the current, harmful trend in which ever more of the nation’s ethical young brainpower
is attracted into lucrative money-management and its attendant modern frictions, as distinguished
from work providing much more value to others. Money management does not create the right
examples. Early Charlie Munger is a horrible career model for the young, because not enough was
delivered to civilization in return for what was wrested from capitalism. And other similar career
models are even worse.
Rather than encourage such models, a more constructive choice at foundations is long-term
investment concentration in a few domestic corporations that are wisely admired.
Why not thus imitate Ben Franklin? After all, old Ben was very effective in doing public good.
And he was a pretty good investor, too. Better his model, I think, than Bernie Cornfeld’s. The
choice is plainly yours to make.

